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To measure the limits on attentive tracking of continuously changing features, in our task objects constantly changed smoothly and
unpredictably in orientation, spatial period or position. Observers reported the last state of one of the objects. We observed a gradual
decline in performance as the number of tracked objects increased, implicating a graded processing resource. Additionally, responses
were more similar to previous states of the tracked object than its ﬁnal state, especially in the case of spatial frequency. Indeed for spatial
frequency, this perceptual lag reached 250 ms when tracking four objects. The pattern of the perceptual lags, the graded eﬀect of set size,
and the double-report performance suggest the presence of both serial and parallel processing elements.
Crown copyright  2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The nature of the capacity limit for attending to the posi-
tions of multiple objects has been extensively investigated
using variants of the multiple object tracking (MOT) para-
digm originally developed by Pylyshyn and Storm (1988)
(e.g. Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005; Alvarez & Franconeri,
2007; Alvarez, Horowitz, Arsenio, DiMase, & Wolfe,
2005; Keane & Pylyshyn, 2006; Pylyshyn, 1989; Scholl &
Pylyshyn, 1999; Scholl, Pylyshyn, & Feldman, 2001; van-
Marle & Scholl, 2003; Yantis, 1992). Typically, in an
MOT task a number of identical objects appear, some are
designated as targets to be tracked, and then all move ran-
domly about the screen. After the objects stop moving,
observers report which were targets. Accuracy declines as
the number of targets increases suggesting a capacity limit
for tracking. The task provides ameasure of sustained atten-0042-6989/$ - see front matter Crown copyright  2008 Published by Elsevier
doi:10.1016/j.visres.2008.01.023
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E-mail address: Christina.Howard@bris.ac.uk (C.J. Howard).tion to the positions of multiple objects because observers
must continuously update their representations of objects’
positions. The MOT task does not, however, measure the
eﬀect of number tracked on the size of the errors in localising
targets. Although potentially the culprit for the limit on the
number that can be tracked, these errors manifest only indi-
rectly in the percent-correct measure.
In the Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) paper, observers were
unable to accurately perform the MOT task if there were
more than four or ﬁve target objects, and Pylyshyn
(1989) proposed that people have four or ﬁve pointers or
‘‘FINSTs” for tracking. An object is either allocated a
FINST or not, and tracking performance is deﬁned by this
binary outcome. More recently, a number of researchers
have argued against the idea of a ‘‘ﬁxed number of objects”
limit on position tracking. These researchers (e.g. Alvarez
& Cavanagh, 2005; Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007; Yantis,
1992) have shown a progressive decline in processing of
each tracked object, as the number of tracked objects is
increased. However, for the most part these studies are vul-
nerable to inﬂation of the set size eﬀect by decision noiseLtd. All rights reserved.
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nal representations of objects are noisy, then each will con-
tribute its own chance of making an error on any
judgement task. If the task requires decisions based on rep-
resentations of multiple objects, then the likelihood of an
error will increase with the number of objects, even in the
absence of any decline in precision of each representation
with set size. The only position monitoring study we are
aware of which circumvents this type of problem is that
of Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005, Experiments 1 and 2)
although they only found a decline in processing of tracked
objects when they were all presented to one hemisphere.
Tripathy and colleagues successfully avoid decision noise
inﬂuences and use an innovative task that tests the ability
to detect a deviation in the trajectory of an object (e.g. Tri-
pathy & Barrett, 2003a, 2003b, 2004). They ﬁnd a very
large eﬀect of set size on performance. However, trajectory
change detection requires detecting a change in an ongoing
pattern of position change and may thus involve diﬀerent
processes like monitoring directions of motion or by com-
parison of diﬀerent perceived or remembered positions.
Here, we investigate the capacity to perform the task of
monitoring position, rather than change in change of
position.
1.1. Non-positional features
Few studies have investigated the capacity limit for
attending to the non-positional features of multiple chang-
ing objects. Blaser, Pylyshyn, and Holcombe (2000) did so,
but they used the unusual situation of objects that occupied
the same location. These maintained separate identities by
having distinct features that nevertheless smoothly changed
through ‘‘feature space”. They asked observers to continu-
ously monitor the spatial frequency, colour, and/or orien-
tation of spatially superposed Gabor patches. Observers
judged the direction of a ‘‘jump” in the Gabor patches’ tra-
jectories through feature space. Performance was so much
better when monitoring two features of the same Gabor
patch than for two features belonging to two diﬀerent
patches that the diﬀerence was best explained by a capacity
limit of just a single object. However, it is unclear whether
this result would generalise to objects in separate locations
that might undergo less competition. Scholl, Pylyshyn, and
Franconeri (1999) had observers track multiple moving
objects and found that encoding of objects’ colours and
shapes was quite poor, without the additional demand of
monitoring multiple objects in a single location. Much of
the diﬃculty however may have stemmed from the concur-
rent demand of position tracking (Saiki, 2003). The feature
monitoring experiments presented here will begin by inves-
tigating non-positional feature monitoring by itself.
In contrast to the paucity of studies investigating non-
positional feature monitoring with continuously changing
displays, there have been many studies using static displays
to measure visual short-term memory (VSTM) for non-
positional features. The ﬁndings of these studies are ofinterest for understanding the monitoring of objects
because the capacity limits for VSTM and visual attention
may be intimately related (e.g. Cowan, 2000).
In feature-change detection tasks, Luck and Vogel
(1997) found an apparent four-object limit in a VSTM
task, and more recently Alvarez and Cavanagh (2004) have
observed a more progressive decrease in performance based
on the number of objects for encoding, and their visual
complexity. Similarly, in a series of VSTM studies Wilken
and Ma (2004) probed memory for colour, orientation
and spatial frequency by asking observers to adjust the fea-
tures of a test stimulus to match that which had been pre-
sented. They observed a systematic decrease in precision as
set size was increased progressively from two to eight
objects.
Additionally, a number of studies have reported perfor-
mance costs for change detection tasks involving multiple
instances of the same feature dimension (e.g. Magnussen
& Greenlee, 1997; Wheeler & Treisman, 2002; Xu, 2002,
but see Luck & Vogel, 1997). Despite this literature on
VSTM and change detection tasks, the capacity for attend-
ing to the non-positional features of multiple objects
remains unknown. A continuous monitoring task might
yield a quite diﬀerent result from these VSTM and change
detection tasks as it does not include the need to maintain
memory over an interval. Continuous monitoring tasks
might tap into the ongoing experience of the visual ﬁeld
that seems to be immediately available. Although it has
been suggested that this amounts to an illusion of seeing
(e.g. Blackmore, Brelstaﬀ, Nelson, & Troscianko, 1995;
O’Regan, 1992) and indeed results from change detection
tasks are consistent with this, on the other hand the expe-
rience of a rich visual ﬁeld might be accompanied by an
ability to accurately report the features of any of several
objects if they are immediately queried upon disappear-
ance. The classic conception of a high-ﬁdelity iconic mem-
ory (Sperling, 1960) might suggest no decrement with
number of items monitored, as long as items are immedi-
ately queried after disappearance and as long as only one
of the monitored items is ever queried. Under this concep-
tion, observers might simply ‘‘read oﬀ” the required char-
acteristics of the queried item from this high-ﬁdelity
store. This is not, however, what we ﬁnd.
1.2. Parallel and serial processing
If there is a severe capacity limit in continuous process-
ing of the features of several objects, our feeling of a rich
visual ﬁeld might partially reﬂect accumulation of informa-
tion taken from previous moments, such as attentional
samples. Such a process would result in our representation
of some objects lagging behind the present, as information
has not been sampled from those objects for a while. In the
worst-case scenario of an object monitoring capacity limit
of only one object, accompanied by serial processing where
attention visits successive objects to sample one at a time,
we would expect an increase in perceptual lag with each
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number of objects tracked, the longer in the past any object
will have last been visited by attention. However, it appears
that such potential perceptual lags have not been isolated
in psychophysical data.
Many studies have attempted to measure the speed with
which attention can be transferred between objects. These
studies have typically reported values in the range of sev-
eral hundred milliseconds (e.g. Duncan, Ward, & Shapiro,
1994; Horowitz, Holcombe, Wolfe, Arsenio, & DiMase,
2004; Reeves & Sperling, 1986; Ward, Duncan, & Shapiro,
1996; Weichselgartner & Sperling, 1987). However, these
studies have had to induce serial processing in order to
measure attention shifts. For instance, Duncan et al.
(1994) presented two targets in succession in order to
induce a switch of attention. It is not at all clear whether
these relatively slow rates of attention switches would have
been observed in a task where simultaneous attention to
multiple objects was encouraged or even required, as in
visual search where some suggest that attention switches
among objects at a much faster rate (Wolfe, Alvarez, &
Horowitz, 2000).
Here we present a task where truly parallel, simulta-
neous processing of multiple objects is encouraged, and
indeed where only simultaneous processing will produce
the most accurate responses. Because of the continuous
nature of our task, we are able to introduce a new analysis
that is sensitive to the presence of perceptual lags.
2. Method for Experiments 1 and 2: Orientation and spatial period
tracking
A computer programme was written in Python using the VisionEgg
library (http://www.visionegg.org) and displayed an array of sinusoidal
Gabor luminance gratings against a mid-grey background on a 16-in.
CRT screen refreshing at 85 Hz. Observers viewed the display in a
dimly lit room from a distance of 0.4 m. The luminance of Gabors var-
ied from 0.02 (trough) to 120.00 (peak) candelas per m2. In Experiment
1 (orientation monitoring) Gabors had a constant spatial period of
1.062 degrees per cycle but a variable orientation. In Experiment 2 (spa-
tial period monitoring) Gabors had a variable spatial period but ﬁxed
orientation of 0 degrees (vertical). We parameterized the change in
terms of spatial period rather than frequency because the displays were
perceived to change more smoothly this way. The Gaussian envelope
that windowed the Gabor patches’ amplitudes had sigma = 1.139
degrees of visual angle. In Experiment 1, phase was such that the cen-
tres of Gabors had the maximum luminance deﬁned by the sinusoidal
function. In spatial period monitoring (E2), the phase of each Gabor
was randomised from trial to trial. Phase was randomised in Experi-
ment 2 to prevent observers using the location of the edge of a ‘bar’
of the Gabors as a cue to their spatial periods. It also minimised for-
mation of afterimages that could have interfered with perception of spa-
tial period near the Gabors’ centres.
2.1. Observers
Observers were two psychology staﬀ members at Cardiﬀ University
and the University of Sydney including the second author, and four post-
graduate students at Cardiﬀ University, including the ﬁrst author. Four
were naı¨ve as to the purpose of the experiment, and two were non-experts
in participating in visual psychophysical experiments. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.2.2. Procedure
Observers were given practice trials until they felt comfortable with the
experiment (usually less than 10 trials).
At the start of each trial either one, two or four black circular markers
with a radius of 0.48 degrees of visual angle indicated the positions at
which targets for monitoring would appear. These were presented periph-
eral to the future locations of Gabors, 11.94 degrees eccentric from the
central ﬁxation point.
After 2350 ms, ﬁve Gabors appeared in addition to the target markers.
Gabors were presented equidistant from a central ﬁxation point at the ver-
tices of an imaginary pentagon such that their centres were always 6.79
degrees eccentric from the ﬁxation point. The spacing between adjacent
Gabors was 7.985 degrees. This conﬁguration was chosen to avoid crowd-
ing, as crowding should not occur when spacing between objects is larger
than half of their eccentricity (Pelli, Palomares, & Majaj, 2004).
On any given trial, there was an equal chance of one, two or four
Gabors being marked as targets for monitoring. Which of the ﬁve made
up this target set was entirely random on each trial. Target markers
remained on screen for the ﬁrst 1180 ms of Gabor motion.
Each object stayed at the same spatial location throughout the trial,
but varied in either orientation (E1) or spatial period (E2) (see Fig. 2)
according to a semi-random trajectory around a ‘feature space’. All
Gabors moved around this feature space at all times according to an
algorithm described in the ‘‘Trajectories” section. At a point randomly
varying between 5350 ms and 10,350 ms after the start of the trial
(3000–8000 ms since appearance of Gabors), all Gabors disappeared.
On the ﬁrst screen refresh immediately after the disappearance of the
Gabors, the location of one of the target Gabors was post-cued, and
observers attempted to report the last orientation or spatial period of
that object the moment it disappeared. The post-cue was identical to
the target marker that had previously occupied that location except that
it was white instead of black.
Observers reported the last orientation (E1) or spatial period (E2) of
the queried object by adjusting a sample presented at the centre of the
screen. As soon as observers started to make their adjustment using a key-
press, the sample stimulus appeared (i.e. on the ﬁrst screen refresh after a
keypress was detected). In Experiment 1 it was a pair of adjustable mark-
ers whose orientation was controlled by keypresses (see Fig. 1). In Exper-
iment 2 it was an adjustable test Gabor whose spatial period was
controlled by keypresses. We delayed the appearance of the sample stim-
ulus until after the observer made their ﬁrst keypress to avoid any poten-
tial interference of the sample stimulus on the eﬀort of the observer to
recall the feature value.
For the orientation experiment, we chose a central sample because, if
we had presented the sample at the same location as the queried Gabor,
this might yield an apparent motion cue between the actual to-be-reported
stimulus and the sample. This might allow observers to report the last ori-
entation of the Gabor as a result of the motion signal and not as a result of
them attending to that Gabor at the moment that it disappeared.
As shown in Fig. 1, the pair of black markers were initially oriented at
0 degrees (vertically above and below the location previously occupied by
the ﬁxation point and each 4.110 degrees away from the centre of the
screen). We chose a constant starting orientation for the markers for
two reasons: to allow observers to become practiced at adjusting orienta-
tion from a given starting orientation, and secondly, since the ending ori-
entation of the Gabor was random, to ensure that the degree and direction
of adjustment required was also random on each trial. The orientation of
the two markers could be adjusted with a keypress to that of the post-cued
object just before it disappeared (see Fig. 1).
For the spatial period experiment, the sample stimulus was a sample
Gabor patch with completely randomised phase at the central ﬁxation
point, identical to the previous ﬁve Gabors and with a starting spatial per-
iod of 0.95 degrees per cycle. Again, it was necessary to present the sample
at a location other than that of the queried Gabor to prevent any motion
signals being produced which could have allowed observers to access the
previous spatial period of the queried Gabor in the absence of attention.
We used the same marker as was presented at the start of the trial to indi-
Fig. 2. Example frames from the stimulus sequence for one particular Gabor, taken at 400 ms intervals (Experiment 2: spatial period). In the actual
stimulus, spatial period changes in a smooth and quasi-random manner. The rate and direction of change, as well as the acceleration through spatial
period values are frequently varied. Spatial period values are limited to range between 0.4 and 1.5 degrees per cycle.
Fig. 1. Trial timeline (Experiment 1: orientation). Observers adjust the orientation of a pair of markers to match last state of the queried Gabor. In this
example, the observer reports an orientation of 0 degrees. Given that the last orientation of the queried Gabor was 50 degrees, this represents an error of
50 degrees.
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black. Observers then adjusted the spatial period of this sample Gabor
patch with keypresses until they felt it matched the spatial period of the
queried Gabor at the time it disappeared.
At the end of each trial in both experiments, feedback was presented in
the form of a static display containing only the queried Gabor in its last
state before it disappeared.
2.3. Design
Observers completed three blocks of 105 trials in both experiments.
Within each block there were 35 trials each for one, two and four targets
for monitoring. In total, this yields 105 trials for each condition of one,
two or four targets. On each trial, the number of targets for monitoring
was selected randomly until at the end of each block each condition had
been run 35 times.
2.4. Trajectories of Gabors through orientation or spatial period
The orientation (E1) or spatial period (E2) of each Gabor stimulus
over time corresponded to a random trajectory through feature space
and was generated by the following algorithm. Every 20 frames, corre-
sponding to 235 ms, the acceleration of the Gabor through feature space
would be randomly reassigned to positive or negative. If the Gabor had
been changing slowly, the two possible accelerations were larger than if
the Gabor had been changing quickly. This was to prevent the features
of any particular Gabor remaining relatively constant for a prolonged per-
iod that could result in an afterimage forming. These changes in accelera-
tion were usually not salient to observers, consistent with humans’ low
sensitivity to acceleration (Werkhoven, Snippe, & Toet, 1992).2.5. Trajectory parameters—Experiment 1: Orientation
Objects’ starting orientations were set to random values. Starting
angular velocities were set randomly and independently between 0.042
degrees per ms and 0.042 degrees per ms, excluding absolute values less
than 0.0085 degrees per ms, such that no Gabors appeared to be stationary
when ﬁrst presented. Starting angular accelerations were randomly and
independently chosen as either 2.17  104 degrees per ms2 or
2.17  104 degrees per ms2. Every 235 ms, the angular acceleration was
again set randomly to either ±7.23  105 degrees per ms2. If the angular
velocity was below 0.017 degrees per ms, then the absolute value of the
acceleration was increased from 7.23  105 degrees per ms2 to
2.17  104 degrees per ms2. A maximum absolute value of angular veloc-
ity was set at 0.26 degrees per ms. If any Gabor reached this value, the
direction of its acceleration was reversed such that it tended back towards
slower velocities.
2.6. Trajectory parameters—Experiment 2: Spatial period
For this experiment, the starting spatial period of each Gabor was set
independently to a random value between 0.7 and 1.2 degrees per cycle.
We parameterized the changes in terms of degrees per cycle (dpc) or ‘‘bar”
width rather than cycles per degree because it led to the changes appearing
more uniform across the range of spatial periods. The velocity through
spatial period space, or rate of change of degrees per cycle, was set at
the start of each trial randomly and independently for each Gabor
between ±0.000425 dpc per ms, ensuring that no Gabor had an absolute
velocity below 8.5  105 dpc per ms. The starting accelerations were
again randomly chosen each to be either ±3.61  107 dpc per ms2. Every
235 ms, the acceleration of each Gabor was reset to either ±3.61  107
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dpc per ms, the absolute value of the acceleration was increased to
3.61  106 dpc per ms2.
During the trial, the maximum spatial period was set to 0.4 dpc and the
minimum to 1.5 dpc. If the maximum or minimum values were reached,
the sign of the velocity was changed such that spatial periods moved back
towards the middle of the range of possible values. If the velocity reached
a maximum absolute value of 0.00425 dpc per ms, the direction of accel-
eration would be reversed such that the velocity tended back towards
lower values.3. Experiment 3: Position tracking
The general method for Experiment 3 was the same as for
Experiments 1 and 2, apart from the following diﬀerences.3.1. Observers
Observers were one psychology staﬀ member at the Uni-
versity of Sydney and six postgraduate students at Cardiﬀ
University, including the ﬁrst and second authors. Three
were naı¨ve as to the purpose of the experiment, and two
were non-experts in participating in visual psychophysical
experiments. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.3.2. Procedure
Throughout all trials a grid of horizontal and vertical
dark grey lines (line width = 0.0445 degrees) was displayed
on a mid-grey background and behind all other objects on
the screen to give observers a spatial reference frame for
their judgements of spatial locations. The grid was placed
such that vertical and horizontal lines ran directly through
the centre of the screen, and thereafter were placed at sub-
sequent intervals of 2.2230 degrees of visual angle.
Eight triangular ‘cages’ were arranged around the cen-
tral ﬁxation point and limited the range of motion of the
discs (Fig. 3). Eight radial lines (luminance 0.02 candelas
per m2) separated these cages from one another and wereFig. 3. Trial timeline (Experiment 3: position). Observers move a sample disc us
depicted, the observer reports a horizontal position relative to the bottom left co
Given that the last horizontal and vertical positions of the queried disc were 1
1.47 degrees, at an angle of 239.76 degrees clockwise from vertical (position rcentred on the ﬁxation point. The outermost, eccentric
edge of each cage was not marked on the screen but
together the cages were circumscribed by an imaginary
square subtending 25.0 degrees by 25.0 degrees in total,
with the ﬁxation point at its centre.
On each trial, eight black discs appeared with radius
=0.37 degrees. One appeared in each cage, beginning at
an eccentricity of 8.83 degrees, situated at a point equi-
distant from the two closest radial cage walls. For the
ﬁrst 2.94 s after their appearance, either one, two, four,
six or seven of the eight discs ﬂashed repeatedly black
and white to indicate their status as targets for tracking.
On any given trial, there was an equal chance of there
being one, two, four, six or seven targets, and which
of the eight made up this target set was also entirely ran-
dom on each trial. After the initial cueing period, all
discs moved around their cages according to the trajecto-
ries described below.
At a point randomly varying between 3 and 8 s after the
start of the discs’ motion (to prevent observers from only
paying attention just before the end of the trial), all discs
disappeared, and the last location of one of the target discs
was queried. Which of the target discs was queried was
entirely random. The queried cage was indicated with a
white marker line subtending 0.22 by 5.54 degrees that
appeared at the outer edge of the cage. Observers
attempted to report the last spatial location of that object
the moment before it disappeared by using a mouse. As
soon as observers started to make their adjustment by mov-
ing the mouse towards the perceived last location, the sam-
ple disc appeared at the centre of the screen. This was a disc
identical to the eight discs previously on screen. We delayed
the appearance of the sample stimulus until after the
adjustment had started to avoid any potential interference
in memory or perception between the location of the sam-
ple disc and the location reported by the observer. As soon
as observers moved the mouse, the sample disc moved in
the same direction as the mouse. After observers clickeding the mouse to match the last position of the queried disc. In the example
rner of the screen of 11.71 degrees and a vertical position of 22.90 degrees.
2.98 and 23.65 degrees, respectively, this represents an error of magnitude
eported was below and to the left of the actual position).
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the sample, feedback was immediately presented by dis-
playing the queried disc in its actual last position before
it disappeared.
As the moving discs were conﬁned to their own triangu-
lar cages, there was little chance of confusing a target with
another disc. This improves the reliability of our probe of
the observers’ representations of the targets.3.3. Design
Observers completed three blocks of 175 trials. Every
trial contained eight moving discs. Within each block there
were 35 trials for each condition: tracking one, two, four,
six and seven targets. In total, this yields 105 trials for each
number of targets for tracking: one, two, four, six or seven.
In each block, the number of targets for tracking was
selected randomly until in each block each condition had
been run 35 times.3.4. Trajectories of discs
The position of each disc over time corresponded to a
random trajectory through the space within each cage
and was generated by the following algorithm. Starting
horizontal and vertical velocities were chosen randomly
and independently for each disc between absolute values
of 0.38 and 1.89 degrees per s and were equally likely to
be positive or negative. Starting velocities were not permit-
ted absolute values less than 0.38 degrees per s so that no
discs appeared to be near-stationary when ﬁrst presented.
Every 235 ms, the acceleration of the discs was randomly
reallocated one of two values, one of which was negative
and one of which was positive. For high velocity discs
(greater than an absolute value of 0.76 degrees per s) theFig. 4. Trajectories of the eight discs in a typical trial of Experiment 3,
position tracking. The trial depicted here lasted 5.5 s. Plotted points mark
the location of the center of each disc every 120 ms. Red points indicate
starting positions. Red lines were not shown in the experiment but here
indicate the outer edges of triangular cages.possible accelerations were a pair of positive and negative
values with magnitude of 6.43 degrees per s2. For slow
velocity discs (less than an absolute value of 0.76 degrees
per s) the possible accelerations were a pair of positive
and negative values with greater magnitude of 16.07
degrees per s2. This was to prevent any particular disc
remaining relatively still for a prolonged period that could
result in an afterimage forming. The velocity and current
position values were then calculated for each frame. A
maximum absolute value of velocity was set at 3.78 degrees
per s with a mean velocity of 3.22 degrees per s. If any
velocity reached this value, the acceleration direction was
reversed, causing it to tend back towards slower velocities.
Discs were bounded within their cages by checking for
locations within 0.44 degrees of the edges of the cages. If
the location of a disc reached this value, the direction of
the velocity was changed, causing it to apparently reﬂect
oﬀ the boundary (see Fig. 4).
4. Results for Experiments 1–3
To examine precision of the observers’ representation of
the features reported, we plotted error histograms for ori-
entation (Experiment 1), spatial period (Experiment 2)
and position (Experiment 3). These are shown in Figs. 5–7.
Broader distributions indicate larger average errors, or
in other words, a less precise representation of the objects’
orientation, spatial period or position. The data reveal a
decrement in performance as the number of objects tracked
is increased. Table 1 shows the pattern of these increases in
error magnitudes for all three experiments.
Levene’s tests for equality of variance (Levene, 1960)
conﬁrm that the distribution of errors increases with load,
with the exception of the diﬀerence between the one and
two object conditions for spatial period, and between the
six and seven object conditions for position. Orientation
monitoring (E1): diﬀerence between tracking one and
tracking two Levene statistic = 24.095, p < 0.01, diﬀerence
between tracking two and tracking four Levene statis-
tic = 36.684, p < 0.01. Spatial period monitoring (E2): dif-
ference between tracking one and tracking two Levene
statistic = 2.759, p > 0.05, diﬀerence between tracking two
and tracking four Levene statistic = 16.642, p < 0.01. Posi-
tion monitoring (E3): diﬀerence between tracking one and
tracking two Levene statistic = 22.31, p < 0.01, between
tracking two and tracking four Levene statistic = 24.37,
p < 0.01, between tracking four and tracking six Levene
statistic = 6.60, p < 0.05, but between tracking six and
tracking seven Levene statistic = 1.56, p = 0.21. The same
broad pattern of a decrease in precision was observed
across observers in all three experiments, although diﬀerent
observers had diﬀerent average accuracy.
This monotonic increase in the noise of representations
of objects, as measured by the variance of errors, is not
consistent with a ﬁxed capacity model of attention. This
would predict no increase in standard deviations until the
object limit was reached as observers only needed to make
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tracking is increased. Error bars represent 1 SE, N = 6. Horizontal bars above the ﬁgure indicate the ﬁrst, second and third quartiles for each set size.
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Fig. 7. Errors in reported position for tracking one, two, four, six and seven objects. Error magnitudes are grouped into bins 0.45 degrees wide. For
instance, the ﬁrst bin (for all ﬁve set sizes) represents the frequency of errors between 0 and 0.45 degrees. Apart from the small spatial bias at small error
magnitudes (described in the text), the distribution of errors for position tracking shows the same pattern as for orientation and spatial period tracking.
Additions to the number of targets for tracking are associated with decreases in the number of near-zero errors, and increases in errors of greater
magnitude. Error bars represent 1 SE, N = 7. Error magnitudes are measured in terms of the distance between the reported and actual last position of the
queried object. On one of all the trials, the error magnitude was greater than the maximum possible response still within the correct cage. This data point
was recoded as the same value as the otherwise most extreme error magnitude (13.33 degrees). Horizontal bars above the ﬁgure indicate the ﬁst, second
and third quartiles for each set size.
Table 1
Error variances, mean magnitudes and frequencies of small absolute errors
E1 (orientation) Error variance (deg2) Mean error magnitude (deg) % responses 618.4 deg (absolute values)
Tracking one 432 14.1 75.0
Tracking two 804 19.2 67.3
Tracking four 1360 27.0 51.6
E2 (spatial period) Error variance (dpc2) Mean error magnitude (dpc) % responses 60.284 dpc (absolute values)
Tracking one 0.0615 0.196 75.0
Tracking two 0.0699 0.215 72.7
Tracking four 0.0953 0.253 62.2
E3 (position) Error variance (deg visual angle2) Mean error magnitude (deg) % responses 61.72 deg (absolute values)
Tracking one 0.84 1.31 75.0
Tracking two 1.69 1.57 66.3
Tracking four 2.51 1.94 56.5
Tracking six 2.81 2.32 44.1
Tracking seven 3.23 2.46 41.2
The trend towards less precise representations of tracked objects with greater attentional load is illustrated by the variance of errors, the mean error
magnitudes and the frequencies of small error magnitudes. Small absolute error magnitudes were arbitrarily deﬁned as those for which the tracking one
condition yielded 75% of responses.
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that attention cannot be distributed over multiple items
without some decrease in precision either because of lim-
ited-capacity, parallel processing or the presence of a serial
component.
In the position monitoring experiment (E3) we observed
a small bias in responses such that the error distributiondid not peak at zero: on average, there was a tendency to
report values in roughly the same angular direction as the
queried object from the centre, but at a diﬀerent distance,
and this was more true in the upper hemiﬁeld. The overall
tendency was to report values slightly further towards the
top of the screen and further out from the actual last posi-
tion of the queried disc. There was an overall mean signed
1172 C.J. Howard, A.O. Holcombe / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1164–1180error of 0.17 degrees upwards of last position. For the left
hemiﬁeld discs, the tendency was to report positions 0.07
degrees further to the left than the last actual position,
and correspondingly for the right hemiﬁeld there was a ten-
dency to report positions the same distance further to right.
Errors discussed up to this point have represented the
diﬀerence between the reported value and the correspond-
ing feature state of the queried object in the last frame
before its disappearance. But if there were a lag in percep-
tion, then responses may be more similar to previous than
to ﬁnal feature states of the queried object. To assess this,
we calculated mean absolute errors not just between
responses and last states of the queried object, but with
states of the object on every frame during the 40 last frames
(470 ms) before disappearance of the objects. On these
plots, the minimum error should occur at the point of mean
perceptual lag. Note that perceptual lag calculations were
performed on the same set of response data as were used
in the error analyses above. The diﬀerence with the lag
analyses is that responses are compared not just with the
last state of the queried object, but also with its previous
states.
Perceptual lags associated with tracking orientation
(shown in Fig. 8) increased with the number of objects
tracked: no lag when tracking one Gabor, 10 ms when
tracking two, and 40 ms when tracking four Gabors (error
bars represent standard errors: ±4 ms for tracking one,0 100 200 300 400 500
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Fig. 8. Lag analysis (Experiment 1: orientation). Each dot is a data point
(from the same response data used in Fig. 5) showing the mean diﬀerence
between the reported values and the value that the queried object had at
each lag time before oﬀset of the display. Mean perceptual lags are
represented by minima on the curves of these diﬀerences. Note that the
leftmost points represent the mean of the error magnitudes plotted in
previous ﬁgures. Tracking more objects is associated both with greater
mean error magnitudes and with greater perceptual lags. Error bars
represent 1 SE of variability in lags.±6 ms for tracking two and ±21 ms for tracking four). Per-
ceptual lags associated with tracking spatial periods
(shown in Fig. 9) are much greater: 140 ms when tracking
one Gabor, 210 ms when tracking two, and 250 ms when
tracking four Gabors (error bars represent standard errors:
±16 ms for tracking one, ±23 ms for tracking two and
±35 ms for tracking four). For tracking positions, mea-
sured perceptual lags (shown in Fig. 10) were 40 ms for
tracking one object, 50 ms for tracking two, 90 ms for
tracking four, 90 ms for tracking six, and 130 ms for track-
ing seven objects (error bars represent standard errors:
±32 ms for tracking one, ±28 ms for tracking two,
±26 ms for tracking four, ±28 ms for tracking six and
±129 ms for tracking seven).
Observers showed some individual diﬀerences though
the overall trend was for increasing lags with increasing
set size. Horizontal error bars in Figs. 8–10 show the vari-
ability between observers in lags for each set size.
In Experiment 1 (orientation), the correlation between
the lag time and the number of objects tracked was highly
signiﬁcant (correlation coeﬃcient = 0.551, N = 18, p (1-
tailed) < 0.01). This was similarly the case for spatial per-
iod tracking in Experiment 2 (correlation coeﬃ-
cient = 0.609, N = 18, p (1-tailed) < 0.01). In Experiment
3 (position) the correlation was nearly signiﬁcant (correla-
tion coeﬃcient = 0.276, N = 35, p (1-tailed) = 0.054).
On some trials observers do not know the answer or are
not sure of their answer and then their responses may be
inﬂuenced by a guessing strategy. Guessing a random ori-
entation or spatial period however would not be the best0 100 200 300 400 500
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Fig. 9. Lag analysis (Experiment 2: spatial period). As in Experiment 1,
tracking more objects is associated with greater mean error magnitudes
and with greater perceptual lags. Tracking spatial periods is associated
with large perceptual lags, much larger than those seen for tracking
orientations in Fig. 8. Error bars represent 1 SE of variability in lags.
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Fig. 10. Lag analysis (Experiment 3: position). As in Experiments 1 and 2,
tracking positions shows a trend towards greater perceptual lags when
tracking greater numbers of targets. Error bars represent 1 SE of
variability in lags.
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tracking, last feature values of the queried object will be
clustered around the average value. That is to say, for spa-
tial period, last feature values will be more likely to be
moderate rather than extremely high or extremely low.
For position, last feature values will similarly be more
often relatively central rather than lying at the extreme
edges of cages. Hence it seems likely that when observers
are less sure of their response, they will make a response
on average relatively near to the average value. Further-
more, when they feel they do not know the answer, observ-
ers are likely to spend little time adjusting the sample and
thus accept a value near the sample’s starting value, which
was the mean in the case of spatial period. Conversely,
responses very far from the average value are less likely
to be guesses. However, as orientation is a circular vari-
able, on average no orientation was presented more often
than any other, so there is no reason for guesses to have
any particular distribution. Using this logic, apart from
the case of orientation, we can conduct analyses directed
at examining how responses with more contribution from
guessing are diﬀerent from those with less of this
contribution.
If we select those trials from Experiment 2 where
reported spatial period values are more extreme relative
to the average value than the actual last states of the que-
ried object, then these trials are likely to contain more trials
where observers are conﬁdent in their responses, than forall trials on average. In other words, non-guessing
responses should form a larger proportion of extreme
responses than should guessing responses. The remaining
trials, where reported values are less extreme than the
actual last states of the queried Gabor, will contain more
trials where observers are making some use of a guessing
strategy.
Similarly for position tracking, trials were divided into
those for which responses were spatially further from the
centres of the imaginary cages than the actual answers on
that trial (‘‘more extreme responses”), and those where
responses were less extreme than the actual last positions
of queried objects (‘‘less extreme responses”). Observers
are likely to use a guessing strategy that is biased towards
central values, which yields more guesses in the less extreme
cases than in the more extreme cases.
The perceptual lag plots for these two groups of
response types are shown in Fig. 11a and b (spatial period
tracking) and Fig. 12a and b (position tracking). With spa-
tial period tracking in Experiment 2, for those trials where
responses were more extreme (Fig. 11a) than the last value
of the queried object, there was no eﬀect of attentional load
on perceptual lags: perceptual lags were (mean ± SE):
80 ± 17 ms for tracking one Gabor, 120 ± 19 ms for track-
ing two and 80 ± 20 ms for tracking four. The percentages
of trials falling into this category were 35.1%, 36.5% and
32.4%, respectively. Note that, somewhat counterintuitive-
ly but in accord with prediction, responses that are ‘‘more
extreme” in terms of the feature values reported, also exhi-
bit less extreme lag magnitudes. Responses that are ‘‘less
extreme” in terms of reported feature values are, on aver-
age, more extreme in terms of lag magnitudes. For the less
extreme cases (Fig. 11b) the observed lags were 150 ms for
tracking one Gabor, 250 ms for tracking two and 350 ms
for tracking four (error bars represent standard errors:
±42 ms for tracking one, ±37 ms for tracking two and
±31 ms for tracking four). The percentages of the total
number of trials falling into this ‘less extreme’ category
were 59.4%, 57.9% and 62.1% for the three set sizes,
respectively.
In Experiment 3 (position), for the more extreme cases
(Fig. 12a), the lag pattern observed was 20 ± 9 ms for
tracking one, 40 ± 26 ms tracking two and 60 ± 27 ms for
tracking either four, six or seven objects. The frequencies
of these more extreme cases were 39.9%, 34.6%, 31.2%,
32.1% and 32.8%, respectively. For the less extreme (more
contaminated by guessing, Fig. 12b) cases, the lag pattern
observed was (mean ± SE): 60 ± 57 ms for tracking one,
80 ± 39 ms for tracking two, 140 ± 33 ms for tracking
four, 150 ± 133 ms for tracking six and 200 ± 129 ms for
tracking seven objects (lags calculated from the following
percentages of trials where responses were less extreme
than the last state of the queried object: 60.1%, 65.4%,
68.8%, 67.9% and 67.2%, respectively).
The pattern of lags for spatial period tracking clearly
shows an increased eﬀect of attentional load on perceptual
lags when the responses are ‘less extreme’ compared to
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Fig. 11. (a and b) Mean absolute errors for more extreme (a) and less
extreme (b) responses (Experiment 2: spatial period). Perceptual lag
analyses are shown here for two subsets of the total dataset. ‘More
extreme’ responses are those where the recorded response was further from
the mean feature value than the actual last state of the queried object.
Conversely, ‘less extreme’ responses are those where the response was
closer to the mean feature value than the actual last state of the queried
object. Each response classed as ‘more extreme’ will be less likely to have
been contributed to by a guessing strategy than ‘less extreme’ responses.
The set size eﬀect on perceptual lags is eliminated in the ‘more extreme’
plot (a) and exaggerated in the ‘less extreme’ plot (b). This pattern suggests
that the guessing strategy often occurs when the queried object was last
encoded relatively long ago. Moreover, this relationship becomes stronger
with larger set sizes, suggesting a serial component to updating of object
properties.
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Fig. 12. (a and b) Perceptual lag analysis for more extreme (a) responses
and less extreme (b) than actual last position of queried object (Exper-
iment 3: position tracking). For position tracking, a similar trend is
observed as for Experiment 2 (spatial period). The set size eﬀect on
perceptual lags is reduced in the ‘more extreme’ plot (a) and exaggerated in
the ‘less extreme’ plot (b), consistent with a guessing strategy aﬀecting
responses more when the position has not been updated in a while.
1174 C.J. Howard, A.O. Holcombe / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1164–1180when they are ‘more extreme’. When responses are ‘less
extreme’, it appears that observers may be reporting avalue that is both biased towards the center of the response
range and also biased towards a previous value for that tar-
get. This explains the increased lag and suggests a represen-
tation that is not continuously updated. Again this result
suggests that the lag increase with set size may be entirely
due to a serial component to the task, where an object’s
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observer responses are inﬂuenced by a guessing strategy.
In contrast the ‘more extreme’ set of responses are those
where observers are conﬁdent, because they have recently
updated their representation of the target, eliminating the
eﬀect of set size on lag. A prediction of the hypothesis of
a serial component to updating of the targets is that switch-
ing of some process between the targets should not only
cause greater lags with greater numbers of targets, but also
greater variability in lags observed for greater numbers of
targets. In the case of two targets, in the extreme case
where only one object is updated at a time, then depending
on which was queried, we would expect either a lag near
zero or a lag as long as the duration for processing both
objects. As each target is added to the to-be-attended set,
there should be an additional possible amount of time since
an item was last updated, increasing the variability of lags
and the diﬀerence between the lags for ‘less extreme’ and
‘more extreme’ responses. For the position tracking data
there appears to be the same trend for a greater eﬀect of
attentional load on perceptual lags for less extreme cases,
and correspondingly less eﬀect for more extreme responses,
although this pattern is less pronounced than was observed
for spatial period tracking. The diﬀering size of the trend
across experiments might result from diﬀering extent to
which a serial component was present, or perhaps reﬂect
diﬀerent capacities for the parallel process involved.
The trends described in the previous paragraph are lar-
gely conﬁrmed by correlations performed between
observed lag times and set sizes. Correlation analyses were
non-signiﬁcant for both sets of ‘more extreme’ data (spatial
period, E2: correlation coeﬃcient = 0.186, N = 18, p (1-
tailed) = 0.230; position, E3: correlation coeﬃ-
cient = 0.269, N = 35, p (1-tailed) = 0.059). Conversely,
signiﬁcant correlations were observed for both spatial per-
iod (E2) and position (E3) when analysing the lag patterns
for the ‘less extreme’ responses (spatial period, E2: correla-
tion coeﬃcient = 0.714, N = 18, p (1-tailed) < 0.01; posi-
tion, E3: correlation coeﬃcient = 0.414, N = 35, p (1-
tailed) < 0.01). In analyses of variance, the interaction
between the eﬀects of set size and whether the responses
were ‘less extreme’ or ‘more extreme’, was indeed signiﬁ-
cant for spatial period (E2: F(2,30) = 7.778, p < 0.01) indi-
cating a strong eﬀect of set size on perceptual lags only for
‘less extreme’ responses. For position monitoring, this
trend may be present but it was non-signiﬁcant (E3:
F(4,60) = 1.365, p = 0.257).
To conﬁrm that these patterns of lags could not be arti-
facts stemming from statistical patterns in the trajectories
of objects, we also ran these analyses using simulated
dummy sets of data. First, for Experiment 2 we analysed
lag patterns for simulated datasets where all ‘responses’
were simulated to occur at the mean feature value. In addi-
tion lag patterns were calculated for responses simulated to
occur at artiﬁcially extreme values. For Experiment 3, the
analyses included a data set where all ‘responses’ were sim-
ulated to occur at the mean recorded response location forthat cage, as this is likely to be close to the most frequent
location used as a guess. In addition, we used a simulated
data set where all ‘responses’ were recorded as being near
the most peripheral edge of cages, as this is a statistically
unlikely location of a guess response. No diﬀerences in lags
were observed in these simulations. Indeed the appearance
of perceptual lags cannot arise from guessing, since guess-
ing only serves to increase the mean error magnitude, and
not the time at which the feature value of the queried object
was most similar to the reported value.
The outcomes of these analyses are consistent with
observers switching their processing resources between tar-
gets for tracking, such that lag times are at a constant and
small value when the queried object is the last-processed
object or objects. Lags are increasingly longer the more
objects must be attended, implicating a serial process where
the lag reﬂects the last time on average that the object was
updated. Of course, this updating could reﬂect a serial pro-
cess at either the attentional or mnemonic level.
Another prediction of serial processing arises if observ-
ers are asked to report multiple targets on individual trials,
and this is investigated in Experiments 4 and 5.
5. Experiments 4 and 5: Little correlation between reports of
multiple targets
Experiments 4 and 5 were designed to allow us to com-
pare the relationship between performances in reporting
each of two target Gabors, out of a total of either two or
four tracked Gabors. In these experiments, observers ﬁrst
reported one target in exactly the same way as in Experi-
ments 1 and 2 but then were immediately cued again to
report a second target. Serial and parallel processing are
predicted to yield diﬀerent correlations between accuracy
in reporting a ﬁrst queried and a second queried target.
Thus the correlations found may allow us to determine
whether the processing is serial or parallel, or a combina-
tion of the two.
Because in this experiment observers must report the
features of two targets, there are two new sources of impre-
cision expected in performance. First, accuracy during
reporting the ﬁrst Gabor may suﬀer because observers have
the concurrent demand of holding in memory the value of
the other monitored object(s). Second, they may be more
likely to have a degraded representation in memory of
the second reported object because of the additional time
before reporting can occur. However, these sources of
imprecision, though increasing error sizes on both ﬁrst
and second reports, should not aﬀect the correlation
between the two errors.
In the strongest possible form of serial processing,
observers rapidly switch their processing between moni-
tored objects (serial processing), processing only one object
at a time (low capacity). In this case we would expect a neg-
ative correlation between accuracy on reporting the ﬁrst
and second targets, as processing resources given to one
will necessarily be associated with it being withdrawn
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when such a target is queried.
5.1. Worked example of the pure serial processing scenario
If the tracked targets are serially processed, on a trial with
two target objects, attention would ﬁrst be directed in full to
one object, then after a brief period it would be withdrawn
and redirected to the other. Consider an example trial where
there are two targets, one on the left and the other on the
right-hand side of the screen. Since observers cannot know
in advance when or which object will be ﬁrst queried, there
is no basis for one object to be favoured over the other. At
the moment the objects disappear, attention will have last
been directed to the left-hand object on 50% of trials and
to the right-hand object on the other 50% of trials. In both
these scenarios, the ﬁrst queried object will be on the left-
hand side in 50% of trials and on the right in the other 50%
of trials. Thus, there are four possible (2  2) combinations
ofwhichobjectwas last attended andwhichwas ﬁrst queried:
let us consider each in turn.
In scenario 1, the right-hand target was last attended,
and was also queried ﬁrst. In this scenario, we would expect
relatively good performance for reporting the right-hand
target, and relatively poor performance for reporting the
left-hand target. In scenario 2, the right-hand target was
last attended, but was queried second. In this scenario,
the right-hand target will still beneﬁt from the attentional
resource it received, that came at the expense of attention
to the left-hand target. Scenarios 3 and 4 are, of course,
the equivalents of scenarios 1 and 2, except that the left-
hand target is the one that received the beneﬁt of full atten-
tional resources at the moment the objects disappeared.
Thus, each pair of reports on every trial should reﬂect
the negative relationship between processing being directed
to one object and it being directed to the other. We also
must consider the potential eﬀect of order of report. Since
the target queried second must be remembered for longer,
this may result in lower accuracy for the second target. This
should cause a main eﬀect of query order but should not
cause any correlation. In particular, because observers do
not know which target will be queried ﬁrst, this will be
independent of which was attended last and not aﬀect the
negative correlation from any serial processing.
Of course, weaker forms of serial processing are also
possible: for instance, the allocation of processing
resources to one target may not necessarily bring perfor-
mance for all other targets down to chance levels. For
instance, it is possible that representations are held in mem-
ory of targets not currently spotlighted by attention. In this
case, factors such as ﬂuctuations in general arousal, for
instance, could impact both on performance for the
attended target and the remembered target, contributing
towards a more positive correlation than predicted from
the strongest case of serial processing.
If observers are sharing a processing resource over mul-
tiple targets in a parallel and simultaneous manner, thenone would expect a positive correlation between accuracy
of reporting the ﬁrst and second targets. The source of var-
iability in performance that leads to the correlation might
be ﬂuctuations from trial to trial in the amount of atten-
tional resource available, or ﬂuctuations in general arousal.
On any particular trial, one would expect this ﬂuctuating
attentional resource to be directed to all targets to a similar
extent, since observers have no idea which of the targets
will be queried ﬁrst and second.
If there is no correlation, then this is consistent with a
weak form of serial processing, or with contributions from
both switching and sharing of processing between targets
for tracking. This could result, for instance, from relatively
more switching on trials where there is less attentional
resource available (perhaps due to distraction, less concen-
tration or less general arousal).
5.2. Method for Experiments 4 and 5
The procedures for experiments 4 and 5 were identical to
Experiments 1 and 2, except that observers reported the
last feature values of two separate targets for tracking on
each trial. In these experiments, the number of Gabors to
be tracked on any trial was either two or four. Observers
reported one feature value exactly as in Experiments 1
and 2, they were then prompted in the same way to report
either the other of the pair (in the tracking two Gabors
condition) or one of the remaining three (in the tracking
four Gabors condition). The post-cue for the second report
appeared immediately when the next trial would have been
presented in Experiments 1 and 2 after the observer made a
response.
5.3. Observers
Observers were ﬁve postgraduate students at Cardiﬀ
University including the ﬁrst author, and one undergradu-
ate student. Four were naı¨ve as to the purpose of the exper-
iment, and four were non-experts in participating in visual
psychophysical experiments. All had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision.
5.4. Design
For both experiments, observers completed three blocks
of 70 trials. Within each block there were 35 trials for
tracking two objects and 35 trials for tracking four objects,
yielding a total of 105 trials for each condition for each
observer. On each trial, the number of targets for tracking
was selected randomly until for each block, each of the two
conditions (tracking two and tracking four) had been run
35 times.
6. Results for Experiments 4 and 5
Scatterplots relating error magnitudes on the ﬁrst and
second reports are shown in Fig. 13 (Experiment 4: orien-
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Fig. 13. Normalised errors in reporting last orientation of ﬁrst queried
and second queried Gabors. There is no signiﬁcant correlation between
errors in reporting the orientation for the ﬁrst and second queried targets.
This is true of the total dataset, and also for each of the two set size
conditions separately. Not surprisingly, ﬁrst reported targets are associ-
ated with smaller error magnitudes than second reported targets,
presumably as the eﬀect of memory decay of the second target is stronger
than the eﬀect of the requirement to perform a concurrent task (to hold in
memory a second response) whilst making the ﬁrst response.
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Fig. 14. Normalised errors in reporting last spatial period of ﬁrst queried
and second queried Gabors. For spatial period tracking, no correlation is
observed between accuracy of reporting the ﬁrst queried target and
accuracy during the report of the second queried target. This is true of the
total dataset, and also for each of the two set size conditions separately.
Again, it is not surprising that ﬁrst reported targets are associated with a
smaller mean error magnitude than second reported targets.
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normalised such that the mean of the dataset for each
observer is zero. Additionally, individual error magnitudes
are plotted relative to the standard deviation of error mag-
nitudes for the ﬁrst and second reports for each observer
individually. When reporting two orientations (Fig. 13),
there is no signiﬁcant correlation for the dataset overall
(correlation coeﬃcient = 0.036 with 95% conﬁdence inter-
vals ±0.055, N = 1260, p (2-tailed) = 0.196) or for tracking
two Gabors (correlation coeﬃcient = 0.033 with 95% con-
ﬁdence intervals ±0.077, N = 630, p (2-tailed) = 0.403) or
four Gabors (correlation coeﬃcient = 0.011 with 95% con-
ﬁdence intervals ±0.078, N = 630, p (2-tailed) = 0.776).
The absence of a correlation is consistent with either a
weak serial model, or with a combination of both serial
and parallel processing components. These near-zero corre-
lations could result from a limited-capacity parallel process
with a serial component, contributing to both positive and
negative correlations that might mostly cancel out, as may
have occurred here.
When reporting two spatial periods (Fig. 14), there is no
correlation between normalised error magnitudes (correla-
tion coeﬃcient = 0.021 with 95% conﬁdence intervals
±0.055, N = 1260, p (2-tailed) = 0.453). Similarly to the
orientation data, these data do not point to the strictest
form of serial processing or to a pure parallel model, but
are consistent with either a weaker form of serial process-
ing or with the presence of both parallel and serial process-ing of the spatial periods of the multiple attended Gabors.
The same pattern of near-zero correlations between accu-
racy on ﬁrst and second reports is again evident for just
the trials tracking two Gabors (correlation coeﬃ-
cient = 0.003 with 95% conﬁdence intervals ±0.078,
N = 630, p (2-tailed) = 0.945) and for those trials tracking
four Gabors (correlation coeﬃcient = 0.022 with 95% con-
ﬁdence intervals ±0.077, N = 630, p (2-tailed) = 0.586).7. General discussion
These results demonstrate for the ﬁrst time a graded
decline in the precision of the representation of tracked
objects, for orientation, spatial frequency (parameterized
in terms of spatial periods) and location tracking. This pro-
gressive decline is incompatible with a ‘‘ﬁxed number of
objects” limit of around four objects, such as the FINST
model (Pylyshyn, 1989) for location tracking. It is also
incompatible with a ‘‘ﬁxed number of objects” limit of
around four objects for orientation or spatial period track-
ing. In fact, a progressive decline in precision is observed
here before a set size of four objects is reached. In all three
experiments, the data are also consistent with the existence
of a ﬂexible tracking resource of the kind discussed by
Alvarez and Franconeri (2007) whereby attentional
resources can be shared between attended objects accord-
ing to the number attended. The tracking resource could
not be entirely ﬂexible, however, or it would be allocable
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ponent is not consistent with this type of complete
ﬂexibility.
Compared to data garnered by previous authors, the
data here provide a more direct view of the internal repre-
sentations of attended objects as they are free of additional
factors that could inﬂate the observed set size eﬀect. Such
additional factors include the comparison processes
required for change detection tasks, or memory require-
ments of VSTM tasks. The data are also free of contamina-
tion by the type of decision noise discussed by Palmer
(1995) whereby performance will decline with increases in
set size even in a purely parallel process with inﬁnite capac-
ity, as the chance of errors associated with the representa-
tion of one item will be replicated with each addition to the
set size. Here there is no role for this type of decision noise
because of the way responses are based on the representa-
tion of one item only.
Tripathy and Barrett (Tripathy & Barrett, 2003a, 2003b,
2004) also found evidence for a decline in spatial tracking
performance with set size. Their task required observers
to track moving objects, one of which would undergo a
deviation in its trajectory after which observers reported
the direction of the deviation. Theirs was a diﬀerent type
of task however, as observers had to monitor for a change
in direction of motion which is likely to have involved pro-
cesses other than monitoring the positions of objects.
Observers may have been monitoring the directions of
motion, or they may have used two or more points along
a trajectory to work out the likelihood of a trajectory hav-
ing changed, for instance. When the task requirement was
speciﬁcally to monitor positions, we show a progressive
decline in the precision of the location representation of
tracked objects. However this decline may not be as large
as that found by Tripathy and colleagues. They found that
observers could reliably discriminate trajectory deviations
of 19 degrees or greater when tracking two objects, but
for four or ﬁve objects a deviation of 76 was needed (Tri-
pathy, Narasimhan, & Barrett, 2007). This nearly fourfold
increase in imprecision is much greater than the approxi-
mate doubling in mean position error that we found. How-
ever, as mentioned above, detecting a trajectory deviation
may have diﬀerent demands and further work bridging
the two tasks is needed.
The positional imprecision reported here is likely to con-
tribute to the set size eﬀects documented by others in MOT
tasks (e.g. Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005; Alvarez & Franco-
neri, 2007; Alvarez et al., 2005; Keane & Pylyshyn, 2006;
Pylyshyn, 1989; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Scholl & Pyly-
shyn, 1999; Scholl et al., 2001; vanMarle & Scholl, 2003;
Yantis, 1992). We ran preliminary simulations of predicted
performance on a standard MOT task using the impreci-
sion errors recorded here to predict how often observers
would ‘lose track’ of targets by confusion with non-targets.
Positional imprecision could cause observers to errone-
ously switch from tracking a target to a non-target when
objects get close to one another. From the positional errorsrecorded in Experiment 3, we were able to simulate how
often positional uncertainty could cause a target and a
non-target to be confused with one another, and how this
would become increasingly probable the closer the two
objects become. We found that simulated performance
was much worse than is typically observed in standard
MOT tasks. This points towards the use in MOT tasks of
strategies such as speed or velocity monitoring to recover
lost targets for tracking and to disambiguate targets from
non-targets.
Our observation of a progressive decline in the precision
of representations of tracked objects is consistent with the
ﬁndings of Wilken and Ma (2004) for VSTM tasks, who
similarly found an increase in the spread of errors made
in reporting the features (either the colour, orientation,
or spatial frequency) of multiple objects, with increases in
set size. This is not surprising if attentional capacity is a
processing bottleneck before information can reach VSTM
(e.g. Cowan, 2000; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989, 1992), nor
indeed if attention gates access to VSTM encoding where
this measured capacity limit might reside.
7.1. Perceptual lags
As well as a decline in the precision of the representation
of tracked objects with increasing set size, there was an
increase in perceptual lag. The average lags were, for orien-
tation (E1): tracking one target—0 ms, tracking two—
10 ms, tracking four—40 ms; spatial period (E2): tracking
one target—140 ms, tracking two—210 ms, tracking
four—250 ms. There is also a non-signiﬁcant trend for an
increase in lags with the number of objects tracked for spa-
tial position. This ﬁnding of greater perceptual lags when
more objects are monitored appears to be unprecedented
in the psychophysical literature. The phenomenon may
have signiﬁcant repercussions for everyday tasks such as
navigating opponents on a football ﬁeld or even avoiding
vehicles when crossing the street. In the psychophysical lit-
erature, perceptual lag is commonly measured in the ﬂash–
lag eﬀect but there has been little investigation of the eﬀect
of number of objects monitored. The most relevant study
found little eﬀect but used objects on a common path that
may have grouped together (Khurana, Watanabe, & Nijh-
awan, 2000). Our methodology might be adapted to test for
a serial or limited-capacity component to the ﬂash–lag phe-
nomenon. Future work should also test for the possible
consequences in everyday actions, such as making eye
movements towards or reaching to intercept one of a num-
ber of moving objects. Previous literature has sometimes
found perceptual extrapolation instead of lag (‘‘representa-
tional momentum,” e.g. Freyd & Finke, 1984; Thornton &
Hubbard, 2002). That we did not observe this tendency
may be explained by the role of eye movements in represen-
tational momentum studies. Tracking eye movements,
when combined with visible persistence, have been sug-
gested to contribute to forwards-mislocation of moving
objects (Kerzel, 2000, 2006).
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In the tasks presented here, observers attempted to
attend to all the targets at once. Despite this, we still
ﬁnd evidence for serial processing of targets in the tasks.
The pattern of responses observed, particularly for spa-
tial period tracking in Experiments 2 and 5 suggest a
contribution of serial processing among attended objects.
Of course, switching could reﬂect serial attentional or
serial mnemonic processing. In either case, however, it
would reﬂect a serial component to the processing of
objects. The double-report data from Experiments 4
and 5 show near-zero correlations, inconsistent with a
one-by-one serial model or with a pure parallel model,
but consistent with a hybrid model.
One might have expected that observers would tap into
classic iconic memory or visual persistence that decays rap-
idly after stimulus oﬀset (Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Colt-
heart, Lea, & Thompson, 1974; Sperling, 1960). As
mentioned in the introduction, the classic conception of a
high-ﬁdelity iconic memory might suggest no decrement
in precision nor increase in perceptual lag with the number
of items monitored, as long as an item is immediately que-
ried after disappearance. These are exactly the conditions
of the studies reported in Experiments 1–3 and hence we
might expect observers to simply access the last feature
value of the queried object directly from high-capacity ico-
nic memory. If iconic memory were determining perfor-
mance, the addition of a short delay (270 ms) between
display oﬀset and post-cue should substantially reduce per-
formance (e.g. Lu, Neuse, Madigan, & Dosher, 2005) but
in pilot tests it did not. Thus observers apparently are
not able to use iconic memory after display oﬀset, and
the reason for this is not clear. It could conceivably be
due to the continuously changing nature of the stimuli,
or the reporting of values along a feature dimension, which
diﬀer from classic iconic memory studies. Furthermore, if
after stimulus oﬀset, observers were simply able to use
high-capacity iconic memory to report the last feature
value, we would expect no change in lag with set size.
Regardless of set size, observers might immediately direct
their attention to the appropriate object and retrieve the
representation stored in iconic memory before it decays.
Of course, there may actually be lags in the iconic memory
representation; it is just that there was no way in which a
perceptual lag could have revealed itself in classic tasks
such as letter reporting.
Whilst observers do not appear to be accessing high-
capacity iconic memory after oﬀset of the stimuli, it is
possible that mnemonic processes are involved during
the monitoring task while the stimuli are still being dis-
played. The capacity limit evidenced by the increase in
lags with the number of objects monitored could be
incurred at a perceptual stage or a mnemonic stage.
Either perception or loading into memory, or both, could
involve serial or slowed parallel processing with increases
in set size.7.3. Diﬀerences between features
We ﬁnd diﬀerent patterns of results for orientation, spa-
tial period and position. Three pieces of evidence all point
to the serial processing component being greatest when
monitoring spatial periods. The lags were greatest by far
in the case of spatial period, the correlation between errors
was smallest, and the analysis of responses by guessing-
likelihood for position tracking also yielded the largest
diﬀerence.
Why is spatial period tracking so serial? Unfortunately,
no direct evidence on this point appears to be present in the
literature so we must speculate based on results from fur-
ther aﬁeld. The dorsal processing stream of the brain, pro-
jecting to the posterior parietal lobe, has been implicated in
the MOT task (Culham et al., 1998; Jovicich et al., 2001).
This is compatible with the dual streams of cortical pro-
cessing relating to the ‘what’ and ‘where’ of stimuli in the
ventral and dorsal pathways, respectively (Mishkin,
Ungerleider, & Macko, 1983; Ungerleider & Mishkin,
1982), or more recently the distinction between dorsal
‘vision for action’ and ventral ‘vision for perception’ (Mil-
ner & Goodale, 1995).
We might expect both position and orientation tracking
to be processed by the dorsal stream for two reasons.
Firstly, Perenin and Vighetto (1988) showed that individu-
als with parietal lobe damage had diﬃculty in making visu-
ally guided hand movements that involved both grasping at
the correct location, and orienting the hand appropriately
with respect to a target object. Secondly, it is logically pos-
sible that in an orientation tracking task, orientation may
itself be encoded by tracking the locations occluded or
occupied by the oriented stimulus at any one time. Hence,
we might expect orientation tracking to exhibit similar
characteristics to location tracking if both processes are
subserved by the dorsal processing stream. Conversely,
we might expect spatial period to be processed by the ven-
tral stream as it relates to pattern characteristics of objects.
Additionally, in the task presented here, spatial period may
not easily be encoded by tracking the location of any of the
bars in the Gabor patch, for instance, because the phase of
each of the ﬁve Gabors was randomised on each trial, as
was that of the sample Gabor patch. Knowing the location
of any of the bars in the queried Gabor would not help in
adjusting the spatial period of the sample patch. For these
reasons it may be reasonable to expect diﬀerent patterns of
results for spatial period tracking on one hand, and loca-
tion tracking or orientation tracking on the other. In any
case, these results demonstrate that tracking the features
of multiple objects may involve diﬀerent patterns of pro-
cessing depending on the feature being tracked.References
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